CLUB UPDATE
Issue no 2
Summary
The past few weeks have seen continued progress with re-wiring of Sutton, wiring of Finchley
and point-building classes for Finchley. Further details on these within this update, along
with news of local-ish shows and steam tours passing/nearby, and progress of the Hitchin
flyover.
The next couple of months will require continued focus on Sutton rewiring and cleaning of
point motors before we can consider any scenic repairs and upgrades. Similarly for Finchley
there will be point construction to complete along with progressing wiring.
Here's a shot of Finchley at our recent show...
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
Electrics

Structure

• Board BBG now wired up, still requires
plugs fitting and fault-testing to be
completed

• Baseboard design for corners of fiddle yard
to be agreed – requires allowance for the
shape of the clubroom!

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)
• Pointwork for fiddle board BBU (east end)
is under construction by the working
group supervised by Bob
• Pointwork for fiddle boards BBT and BBZ
(west end) is now under construction
• Buildings update from Bern:
The main station building, 321-325
Finchley Road (Blessley & Spyer), 319
Finchley Road (L A Hailey's fag kiosk) and
198-200 Grand Parade are completed and
painted and 192-196 Grand Parade is 75%
completed and is being painted as I go.
The following buildings are also
completed, but unpainted: 315 Finchley
Road (Barnes Garage), 317 Finchley Road
(C P Munn), 2A Lithos Road (warehouse),
the up platform waiting rooms, down
platform waiting rooms, up platform
awnings and down platform awnings.
When I finish 192-196 Grand Parade I will
have completed (subject to painting) all
the buildings in Finchley Road and all the
major railway buildings with the
exception of the signal box.

Operation, presentation
• Lighting is yet to be discussed
• Pelmet was originally mooted, to be
discussed later

CHERITON BISHOP
Electrics
•

Structure

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)

• Assess for damage
• Colour-blending scenery to backscene
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•

Operation, presentation

• Convert curtain to Velcro
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
Electrics

Structure

• Flying leads to replace plug & socket,
though ensuring practical for each board :
working on board 2, board 1 is complete
other than testing and fixing cables in
place
• Service point motors & clean contacts
: started on board 1, board 2 is complete
• Investigate current control panel provision
for signal operation and determine how to
set up their operation
• Additional switch for turntable track
isolation
• Fiddle yard microswitch for road 4
requires a fix

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)
• Repair any damaged backscene
• Repaint roadways
• Replace man on ladder (Bern has found a
spare!)
• Man in vacuum (?!)
• Platform roof glazing bars
• Repair level crossing
• Assess remainder of layout board by board
for repairs
• Check all points are correctly adjusted
• Check and level turntable
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• Upgrade bolts to dome-headed/wing
nut/large washers
: spec to be agreed and items
sourced/costed/approved for purchase
• Investigate and repair dip between boards
1 and 2
• Replace end boards
: spec to be agreed, material
sourced/costed/approved for purchase
• Control panel covers required to clear
switches and be sufficiently strong to bear
other items on top for transport
: spec to be agreed, material
sourced/costed/approved for purchase
• Provide a ledge on control panel mounting
boards, making it easier to align and fit
the control panel
• Docks extension and support arrangements
to be scoped, designed and costed

Operation, presentation
• Dave has been remarking control panel
lines, nearing completion.
• Label switches to points for diagnostics,
produce an overlay illustrating point
numbers, ensuring matched to naming
convention under the boards
• Investigate practicalities of installing a
control panel-powered push-button mic
system
• Investigate improved clips for retaining
lighting units to baseboard legs
• Convert the curtain to be mountable by
Velcro instead of drawing pins
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TIMETABLE
EBMRS SHOWS

Other events, local shows etc

8 Feb 2014

Biggleswade

24/05/13

Private Charter
L44/5521/9466: Wembley ParkAmersham

17 May 2014

Ely (Sutton) TBC

25 &
26/05/13

Aylesbury model show

8 & 9 Nov 2014

Spalding (Sutton) TBC 25/05/13

7 Feb 2015

Biggleswade

26/05/13

29 & 30 Mar
2015

Ally Pally (Sutton)
TBC

27/05/13

15 Sep 2015

Grantham (Sutton)
TBC

09/06/13
11/06/13
14/06/13

17/06/13

21/06/13
22/06/13
27/06/13
29/06/13
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Steam on the Met
Harrow- Amersham
L44/5521/9466 TBA
Steam on the Met
Harrow- Amersham
L44/5521/9466 TBA
Steam on the Met
Harrow- Amersham
L44/5521/9466 TBA
Castle Hedingham model show
THE ELIZABETHAN
60163: Kings Cross-Edinburgh
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS to
SCOTLAND (Day 1 of 4)
London Kings Cross-Perth
60019: Kings Cross-York
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS to
SCOTLAND (Day 4 of 4)
Edinburgh-London Kings Cross
60019: York-Kings Cross
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS
60163: Tunbridge Wells-Kensington
Olympia-Cambridge-Ely and return
Sat 22-Jun THE WHITE ROSE
60009: Kings Cross-Grantham-York and
return
THE BUXTON SPA EXPRESS
70013: Euston-Bletchley-BedfordMelton Mowbray-Edale-Buxton-Stockport
Enfield model show
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NOTICE BOARD
• Research continues into the Oerlikon
units, currently attempting to obtain
copies of original drawings of underframes
from the HMRS. This has proved to be
slow as we are reliant on volunteers at the
HMRS – but it turns out Pete Stanton
knows one of them and has been
contacting him directly – watch this space!

• Jim asks if there is any working plan for
maintenance at shows
• Operating sessions required to teach new
members how to operate the layouts
• Question over availability of suitable stock for
layouts should Bern or Alan B be unavailable.

• Suggestion for a mini layout for testing?
• In the last month the new flyover at
Hitchin has progressed – the electrification
masts went up w/c 22/4, they have been
quickly wired up and the signalling
equipment is now being installed. Alastair
is informed that the initial operating tests
could take place as soon as June.
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